Let X be a complete Killing vector field on an ndimensional connected Riemannian manifold. Our main purpose is to show that if X has as few as n closed orbits which are located properly with respect to each other, then X must have periodic flow. Together with a known result, this implies that periodicity of the flow characterizes those complete vector fields having all orbits closed which can be Killing with respect to some Riemannian metric on a connected manifold M. We give a generalization of this characterization which applies to arbitrary complete vector fields on M.
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Theorem.
Let X be a complete Killing vector field on a connected, ndimensional Riemannian manifold M. Assume there are n distinct points p, Let X and X¡ denote the prime periods of y and y( respectively, assuming for the moment that y¿ is nontrivial. We claim that XJX is rational. Suppose it is not. Let s be any number in the interval (0, X¡). We recall that it is possible to find integers m and n such that \mX-nXi-s\ is as small as we please. Furthermore, since y¿ is closed, the map from the reals to M given by t^-y^pf) is uniformly continuous. Let e>0 be given. Then there exists c>>0 such that d(cpmX(pl), cpni+t(p¡))<e whenever \mX -(nX, + t)\<ô. Hence AJA is rational.
We write n^-m^ for integers n,, mt. We have/Ji=Ç!BA(^i)=9)m<Ai>i). Let N be the least common multiple of the m¿ as i ranges through the indices for which yi is nontrivial. If all the y,-are trivial, take A1-to be 1. Then we have <PxAx(p¡)=Pi, '=1, ■ ■ • , n-1. Since also <pxx(p)=P> we have that every point of the unique minimizing geodesic from p to p¿ is left fixed by cpXN. Thus <PxN*(p)wi~w<> ,= '> ' ' ' > t-1. Since also ç9/ljV»(/7)A'"= A'p, we have that <f<ÀX.(p) is the identity on T^A/. Hence ç>AiV is the identity on M [1, p. 62]. Hence the flow cpt oí X is periodic.
A special case of this theorem is : Assuming X is nontrivial, the flow of X is periodic if there is an open set U such that all the orbits of X which meet U are closed. We remark that this special case can be proved from a different and more extrinsic point of view than the theorem itself. Let H be the closure in the isometry group G of M of the 1-parameter subgroup of G corresponding to X. Then H^Tm for some m~^.\. By considering the action of H on M, it can be shown that m= 1. We omit the details.
It is known that if X is a complete vector field having periodic flow on a connected manifold M, then there is a Riemannian metric g on M such that X is Killing with respect to g. From this and the theorem, it follows that periodicity of the flow characterizes those complete vector fields having all orbits closed which can be Killing with respect to some Riemannian metric on M. In conclusion, we note that this characterization can easily be generalized to apply to arbitrary complete vector fields on M as follows: 
Proof.
Suppose X is Killing with respect to a metric g. Let G be the isometry group of (M, g). We recall that the Lie algebra g of G is naturally isomorphic with the Lie algebra of complete Killing vector fields on M. Given Y in g, we denote by Y* the corresponding complete Killing vector field. Now let A in g be such that A*=X. If exp tA is a closed 1-parameter subgroup of G, then the flow of X is periodic and we are finished. If exp tA is not closed, let H be its closure in G. Then H is isomorphic to some toral group T"1. Let {Ax, ■ ■ ■ , Am} be a basis for the Lie algebra of H such that exp tA¿, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m, are closed 1-parameter subgroups of //. Then A = Yj=\ d¡A¿ for real numbers d¿. Set X¿=A* and c¿ = d¿, i=\, ■ ■ ■ , m. (i), (ii), and (iii) are obviously satisfied.
To prove the sufficiency, let <p* be the flow of Xu and let X¡ denote the period of <p'. Let g be any Riemannian metric on M and define a new 
